TEA TIME TREATS
Available all day
Cream Tea

£8.95

One sultana scone and one plain scone, served warm
Cornish clotted cream and homemade jam
A pot of tea or cup of coffee of your choice
Sweet Cherry & Currant Toast with butter

£3.95

Buttered Crumpets Choose homemade seasonal jam or honey

£4.50

Toasted Banana Bread Special with Greek yoghurt
choose either: Honey | Seasonal Compote | Nut Butter

£6.95

Buttermilk Pancake Stack

GF

with berries, maple syrup and creme fraiche

£8.00

Sultana or Plain Scone with Cornish clotted cream and homemade jam
Cakes & Sweet Treats

£3.50
from £1.80

Available from 2pm to 5pm
Traditional Afternoon Tea Served on a three tiered cake stand

£19.95

A delicate assortment of finger sandwiches
One plain or sultana scone served with Cornish clotted cream and homemade jam
Your choice of cake from the cake counter
A pot of tea or coffee of your choice
Selection of Finger Sandwiches

£6.50

Smoked Salmon Plate with capers, lemon and dill

£7.95

Bubbles
Rose Petal Prosecco

£7.50

House Prosecco

£6.50

House Champagne Half Bottle | Full Bottle

£25.00 / £35.00

the classic collection
Orange Pekoe Breakfast Blend
Made up of broken Assam teas. It is a perfect way to start the day as well as a
great tea to “pick you up” at any time of the day.

A powerful and malty tasting cup and is best enjoyed with milk. It goes well with breakfast or a
slice of cake in the afternoon.

Orange Pekoe Afternoon Blend
This blend was created for the Queens Diamond Jubilee, it combines a a rich
malty Assam with a flowery Darjeeling and a large leaf tea from Tanzania.

A light and sophisticated cup of tea fit for a Queen. Can be enjoyed black or with a dash of milk.

Orange Pekoe Earl Grey
A blend of China Black tea and essential oil of bergamot.

It has a refreshing, uplifting citrus flavour and aroma and is a sophisticated tea, perfect for
afternoon drinking. This tea can be enjoyed black or with a little milk.

Orange Pekoe Citrus Grey
A blend of China Black tea, essential oil of bergamot, lemon and orange peel.
It is a lovely alternative for those who enjoy Earl Grey.

This tea offers a light, refreshing cup, full of citrus flavours and aromas. Can be enjoyed black
or with a little milk.

Orange Pekoe Lapsang Souchong
A smoked black Chinese tea; a specialty of the Fujian province. The large tea
leaves are placed over smoking pine fires then pan-fried and rolled.

These leaves give a distinctive highly smoked aroma and flavour. Best enjoyed black or with a
dash of milk. It pairs well with English breakfast foods, strong cheeses and spicy foods.

Orange Pekoe Decaffeinated Breakfast Blend
A Ceylon tea blend, this is considerably lighter than our traditional Breakfast Blend.

Offers a very light infusion and can be enjoyed black or with a little milk.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

single estate black teas
Assam Teas
Assam tea is what we Brits associate with a typical breakfast tea. Because of the
full-bodied richness, these teas drink extremely well with breakfast foods such as ham,
bacon and smoked fish. All our Assam teas are single estate, meaning they originate from
only one tea garden and have not been blended with any other tea.

Assam Bargang
From the Bargang tea estate this tea is a broken second flush Assam. Assam
broken teas are ideal for those who like a strong tea as they are more robust
than our whole leaf Assam teas.

Offers a powerful infusion; it is best enjoyed with milk and makes a nice breakfast tea.

Assam Mokalbari
A superior quality Assam. It is a large whole-leaf second flush Assam with lots
of golden tips. The young golden tips in Assam tea are a sign that the tea is of a
very high standard.

Smooth and light with lots of aroma. It makes a lovely afternoon tea with a dash of milk and
is considerably lighter than our Assam Nahorhabi and Assam Bargang.

Assam Nahorhabi
From the Nahorhabi tea estate this tea is a broken second flush Assam, similar
to Assam Bargang. It is ideal for those who like a strong tea. The difference
between this tea and Assam Bargang is that it is full of fine golden tips; a sign of
superior quality.

Malty and sweet in flavour and lingers in your mouth! It makes a great breakfast or afternoon
tea and is best enjoyed with milk.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

black teas continued
Ceylon Teas
Ceylon teas are considerably lighter in flavour than Assam teas. All our Ceylon teas are
single estate, meaning that they originate from only one tea garden and have not been
blended with any other tea.

Ceylon Kenilworth
Our Kenilworth tea is from the famous Kenilworth tea estate in the Dimbula
region of Sri Lanka. A classic Orange Pekoe tea.

Dark, long, thin shaped leaves, produces a golden, fruity cup of tea bursting with flavour.
Can be enjoyed with or without milk and is lovely in the afternoon.

Ceylon Pettiagalla
Our Pettiagalla tea is from the Pettiagalla tea estate in the western Dimbula
region of Sri Lanka.

Similar in appearance to our Kenilworth, Ceylon Pettiagalla has dark, long, thin shaped
leaves. It produces a light infusion and is perfect for people who do not like their teas too
strong. Can be enjoyed black or with a dash of milk.

Ceylon Shawlands
Our Shawlands tea is from the Shawlands tea estate situated in the eastern Uva
region of Sri Lanka.

Ceylon Shawlands is distinctive in taste and has a mellow and slightly tangy flavour. It is far
more astringent in taste than our Kenilworth or Pettiagalla teas. Can be enjoyed black or with
a dash of milk.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

Darjeeling Teas
Darjeeling teas are known for their fine, subtle, flowery taste and aroma. This is all due
to the unique combination of the cool, misty climate, elevation, rainfall and the quality
of the soil and air. Darjeeling produces two main pickings each spring – first flush and
second flush.

Darjeeling Barnesbeg - First Flush
A first flush Darjeeling of superior quality.

In appearance Darjeeling Barnesbeg has large, brightly coloured green leaves and produces an
elegant, aromatic, soft cup of tea. Flavours of muscatel grapes are apparent in this tea and it is
best enjoyed black.

Darjeeling Namring Upper - First Flush
A first flush Darjeeling of premium quality.

These large, green leaves produce a fresh, fruity, balanced taste. This tea is best enjoyed black.

Darjeeling Margaret’s Hope - Second Flush
A highly prized tea from the world-famous Margaret’s Hope tea estate.

Compared to the first flush, it produces much darker green, sometimes almost black leaves resulting
in a stronger, more mature taste. It offers a pleasant, mellow, flowery flavour. Best enjoyed black.

Darjeeling Marybong Autumnal
Our autumnal Darjeeling. After the Monsoon come the autumnal teas that
maintain the Darjeeling characteristics but give a darker, amber-coloured liquor
that has a smoother, more rounded, mature flavour with a little more body.

These tea leaves are dark brown in appearance, much darker than the first and second flush
Darjeelings. They produce a copper coloured, full bodied, smooth and flowery tasting tea.

Sikkim Temi First Flush
Also known as the ‘Ancient Kingdom of Sikkim’, this small tea growing area is
north of Darjeeling and borders Tibet, Nepal and Bhutan. The only tea garden
here is Temi and the teas produced here are similar in character to Darjeeling,
but are fuller bodied and fruitier.

These greeny brown leaves give a fruity, deliciously fragrant tea, with an almost honey like
flavour. Best enjoyed black.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

black teas continued
China Black Teas
We do not normally associate China with Black teas. However, China produces a very
diverse range of teas from Black to Green to Oolong teas. Our offering represents some
of the most interesting flavours and aromas within the China Black tea group.

Finest China Keemun Congou
Our finest China Keemun Congou comes from the province of Anhui. The
name refers to the particular skill and dedicated learning needed to produce
this tea, which is a characteristically thin, tight, whole leaf tea.

These tight, black leaves give a rich, dark treacle colour and offer a unique mellow flavour
that is smooth and slightly earthy, with oatmeal sweetness and a slightly smoky taste. This tea
is to be enjoyed black and is a perfect evening tea.

Finest Golden China Yunnan
Yunnan province has been producing tea for over 1,700 years. The trees used
to make Yunnan Black teas produce large buds and shoots and thick soft leaves.
This tea is also known as ‘hongcha’, which translates as ‘red tea’ in Chinese.

Our Yunnan Black tea produces a copper coloured liquor and has an earthy, slightly peppery
taste. This tea is best enjoyed black.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

Scented Black Teas
Orange Pekoe offers a range of the finest Scented Black teas blended with real fruit
pieces, nuts, herbs, flowers and essential oils. These teas are carefully and expertly
blended and tasted by us to bring you the perfect balance of aroma and flavour.

Orange Pekoe Chai
Chai tea is an impressive blend of Black and Green tea as well as rooibos,
cinnamon, ginger, orange peel, liquorice root, cardamom, cloves and pink
and black pepper. A real delight.

Chai offers a warming, spicy, comforting drink. We serve this tea either as a Chai Latte or in a
teapot with hot water. Please ask for your preference when ordering.

Cinnamon Tea
Our Cinnamon tea is a blend of the finest Black tea and cinnamon bark.

It offers a sweet, warming and lightly spiced blend and can be enjoyed with or without milk.

Sweet Orange
Our Sweet Orange tea is blended with China Black tea and flavoured with
chunks of orange peel.

It offers a refreshing, tangy taste, bursting with orange flavour and aroma.

Rose Pouchong
Our China Rose Pouchong is a blend of the finest China Black Congou and
pure pink dried rose petals.

This is the ultimate rose tea, a floral, aromatic tasting tea with a mild perfumed taste of sweet
roses. Best enjoyed black and with light foods.

Rose Imperial
A truly floral bouquet. The finest Black China Keemun Mao Feng and Organic
Downy Oolong blended with yellow, pink and whute rosebuds.

It tastes and smells like an English rose garden.

Sweet Vanilla Organic
A blend of China Black tea and vanilla pods.

It offers an intense aroma of vanilla along with caramel and raisin undertones, producing a
creamy liquor.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

oolong teas
Oolong Teas
Oolong gets its name from the Chinese word ‘Wu Long’ which translated means
‘Black Dragon Tea’. Oolong teas have a very unique and complex flavour. They
have the freshness of Green teas without the typical grassy astringent notes and they
have the depth and richness of Black teas.

China Milky Oolong
A truly special tea from the Chinese Fujian province. Our Milky Oolong is
loved for its elegant and complex taste and aroma.

This tea offers a smooth, slightly fruity, nutty, creamy taste. A truly delicious and unique
infusion that must be enjoyed black.

China Oolong Tit Kon Yum
Our Oolong Tit Kon Yum is a classic Oolong from the Chinese Zhejiang
province.

In appearance the leaves are dark green to light brown, half open and curly. As the leaves
unfurl in water they produce a complex flavour, slightly smokey and nutty in taste and must be
enjoyed black.

Formosa Oolong
Formosa Oolong tea comes from the Island formerly known as Formosa, now
known as Taiwan. Taiwan is famous for producing Oolongs as this accounts for
the majority of its tea production.

Our Formosa Oolong has brown, large, wild leaves. It offers a smooth, mild and flowery
liquor. This is a good alternative to Green and Black teas and must be enjoyed black.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

green teas
Green Teas
Orange Pekoe offers you Green teas from China and Japan, as well as a range of
Jasmine Green teas and scented Green teas. Please ask our Tea Sommelier to help
you find what’s right for you.

China Green Teas
China Gunpowder Organic
Our Gunpowder Organic is from Anhui province, west of Shanghai. The
tea is named after its appearance; tiny tightly hand rolled balls that resemble
gunpowder pellets.

Watch the tiny pellets open up in hot water! This tea produces a strong liquor with a pungent taste.

China White Hair
Our China White Hair is a large leaf, delicate, sweet Green tea. The tea is
named after its appearance; the large green leaves are mixed with tender new
buds that are covered in silver white hairs, hence the name.

This tea is a perfect introduction to Green teas as the infusion is very light and delicate. This
tea is best drunk alone and is a perfect evening cup of tea.

China Qi Shan Mao Jian Organic
Our China Qi Shan Mao Jian tea is made from the tender leaves of tea bushes
planted deep in the mountain jungle at an altitude of 800m.

The large tea leaves are jade green in appearance and produce a fresh and sweet liquor.

Scented China Green Teas
Moroccan Mint Green Tea
Our Moroccan Mint Green tea is an expert blend of China Gunpowder and
whole spearmint leaves producing a refreshing and invigorating infusion.

Clean and fresh flavours from the spearmint leaves are met with a back kick from the
gunpowder Green tea.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

green teas continued
China Jasmine Teas
In our opinion, the blending of jasmine blossom and tea leaves produces some of the
best scented teas in the world. Jasmine teas are best enjoyed in the evening or after
a meal. The intoxicating aroma of jasmine has the ability to help you feel cleansed,
calm and relaxed.

Jasmine Pearls
Our Jasmine Pearls come from the Fujian province and are also known as
‘Phoenix Dragon Pearls’. They are made with the finest spring picked silver
tippy Green tea which has been hand rolled into individual pearls.

Watch how the pearls unfurl as they release a fresh, heady jasmine bouquet. Our Jasmine
Pearls are an exemplar of the finest Jasmine tea you will ever find!

Jasmine Bai Mao Huo
Our Jasmine Bai Mao Huo comes from the Fujian province and is also known
as ‘White Haired Monkey’. Our Jasmine Bai Mao Huo is a superior and
beautiful Jasmine tea.

In appearance it has large, slightly rolled leaves with silvery tips. It produces a fine, clean,
sweet and delicate taste.

Jasmine Chung Hao
Our Jasmine Chung Hao is a high quality Green tea, most of the jasmine
flowers have been extracted but some still remain.

A lovely elegant, sweet, aromatic tea that is a good introduction to Jasmine teas.

Flowering Jasmine Tea
Our Flowering Jasmine tea is a truly visual delight served in one of our glass
teapots. Hand crafted by artisans in China, this is a premium Green tea that
has been exposed to jasmine during the drying process. It is then hand rolled
into beautiful balls with a decorative flower in the middle. Depending on
the season, the flower in the middle will either be a lily, a jasmine flower, a
marigold or a globe amaranth.

A visual delight and the ultimate tea experience; as the tea ball is immersed in water watch it
unfurl into a beautiful flower. The flower can produce two or three pots of tea, depending on
how strong you like it.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

Japanese Green
Japanese Green tea is steamed, making it very delicate in taste. In flavour, Japanese
Green teas are more vegetal and grassy than China Green teas.

Japanese Sencha Makinohara
The majority of tea harvested in Japan today is of the Sencha variety. Our
Japanese Sencha Makinohara has a high concentration of vitamin C and is full
of antioxidants.

In appearance, the flat leaves are a dark, deep green colour. The aroma and flavour is slightly
reminiscent of seaweed and it offers a grassy and sweet tasting liquor.

Japanese Bancha
Japanese Bancha is one of the most popular teas drunk in Japan. Our Japanese
Bancha is made from leaves that are harvested slightly later in the year than
Sencha; the leaves are coarser and often contain stalks.

A large flat leaf tea with a unique character, mild and digestive.

Scented Japanese Green Tea
Japanese Green Cherry
Our Japanese Green Cherry tea is a Sencha Green tea scented with cherry.

It has the vegetal qualities of a Japanese Green tea balanced with the intensely sweet and
aromatic taste of sweet black cherries.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

yellow teas
Yellow Teas
Our Yellow tea comes from the region of Sunon in the province of Anhui in China.
Generally speaking, Yellow tea is relatively uncommon in China, although they are
wonderful teas.

Sunon Yellow Tea
Yellow tea does not have any of the grassy, vegetal taste present in most Japanese
Green teas. It is light and delicate in flavour.

The liquor produced is more yellow than a green tea and has a sweet, buttery-like, nutty taste
to it. A truly unique and delicious alternative to Green tea.

teas to take home
Our teas are available to purchase loose or in one of our gift caddies.
Please ask a member of staff for further assistance.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

white teas
White Teas
White teas are very special and rare as the picking season only lasts a few weeks each
year. The youngest and finest tea buds are picked before they open and are allowed to
wither naturally for up to four days before they are gently dried. In taste, White teas are
light, sweet and fresh. When brewed they give a very pale, champagne coloured liquor.

China White Pai Mu Tan
Also known as ‘White Peony’, our rare White Pai Mu Tan tea comes from the
Fujian province in China. This tea is made from tightly curled buds and tender
young leaves plucked in early spring.

This tea produces a clear, pale yellow infusion with a fresh, smooth and sweet flavour.

China Yin Zhen White Silver Needle
Our China White Silver Needle is an exclusive White tea. Only the finest buds
of the fine, long silver needles are hand picked in small quantities in the Fujian
province of China. This picking process only occurs a few days each year and
only the new buds are skillfully handpicked before they start to open.

This tea produces a clear, pale yellow infusion and offers a light, delicate and sweet flavor.

Antique Rose Buds White Tea
A blend of China White Peony and four different coloured miniature rose
buds (white, pink, yellow, red).

Visually stunning, romantic and impressive, this is an expertly blended tea combining delicate
White tea with floral, heady rose. This tea offers a floral bouquet with a slighly perfumed taste.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

pure herbs
Virtually all our pure herbs are organically grown. They are simply pure herbs with
no artificial colouring or flavouring. There is no tea added to our herbal infusions
either, therefore they are 100% caffeine free.

Pure Organic Whole Chamomile Flowers
This tea has been drunk for centuries for its calming and soothing properties.
Our Organic Whole Chamomile flowers are a good remedy for upset tummies
or to aid a restful sleep.

This is a lovely caffeine-free herbal infusion that produces a bright yellow infusion, bursting
with chamomile blossom flavours.

Pure Organic Lemon Verbena
Lemon Verbena is associated with helping to strengthen the nervous system,
de-stress, aid digestion and reduce fever when feeling poorly or have a cold.

Produces a refreshing, delicate, lemony, soothing and uplifting infusion.

Pure Pink Whole Organic Rosebuds
Our whole organic miniature rose buds offer a romantic and beautiful visual
delight served in one of our glass teapots. An excellent tonic to relieve anxiety
and stress and give your skin a healthy glow.

These stunning caffeine-free rosebuds produce a light floral, fragrant bouquet and aroma.
The infusion is lightly perfumed, soothing, calming and soft.

Pure Organic Peppermint Leaves
Peppermint leaves have been drunk for centuries for their refreshing taste and
cleansing properties. Our Organic Peppermint leaves are the perfect ‘pick me
up’ and great for relieving bloated tummies!

A refreshing, cleansing, caffeine-free drink bursting with minty flavour and aroma. An ideal
after dinner drink.

Pure Organic Raspberry Leaves
These leaves are typically known for aiding women during their monthly cycle.
They are also very popular with women in their final stages of pregnancy.

This infusion does not taste of raspberries, but rather has a vegetal green taste. Try adding a
spoonful of honey for extra flavour.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

Fresh Mint Leaves
Fresh Mint leaves look stunning served in one of our glass teapots. We use a
generous serving of mint leaves to produce this wonderfully refreshing infusion.

A refreshing, cleansing, uplifting caffeine-free infusion with delicate flavours and aromas of
mint. Fresh mint is not as powerful in flavour as dried peppermint leaves.

Fresh Ginger, Lemon & Honey
This infusion was introduced as a warming, comforting option. A generous
serving of raw ginger is used with lemon and honey.

This is a lovely infusion if you are feeling run down or coming down with a cold.

rooibos
Rooibos is not made from the tea plant but from the ‘Redbush’ plant that grows
in South Africa. Its leaves and branches have a typical red colour, which is why it
is often called Redbush. Rooibos is said to have many health benefits, as it is
caffeine-free, contains a high level of antioxidants, and is rich in vitamin C,
mineral salts and proteins.

Organic Rooibos
Our Organic Rooibos is one of the finest of its kind available. It produces a
dark red infusion with a sweet, distinctive taste.

It can be enjoyed with or without milk and makes a great evening drink as it is decaffeinated.
It is also suitable for children.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

herbal and fruit infusions
We only use real herbs, flowers and seeds to produce our herbal blends and they
contain no artificial colouring or flavouring. There is no tea added to our herbal
infusions either, therefore they are 100% caffeine-free. They are loved by children
and adults alike!

Sleep Time Blend
For those of us who suffer from sleepless nights or find it hard to unwind after
a long day, our herbal Sleep Time Blend has been blended with you in mind.
A combination of lemon balm, heather herb, peppermint, chamomile, orange
blossoms and blackcurrant leaves will leave you feeling calm and relaxed.

A calming, cleansing, relaxing infusion to get you in the mood for sleep or to help you unwind.

Wake Up Blend
This is a delicious, invigorating, uplifting, fruity infusion to get you started.
A combination of blackberry leaves, lemongrass, apple pieces, lemon balm,
lemon verbena, papaya pieces, orange peel, hibiscus, carrot flakes.

A lemony, zesty, refreshing cup for those who wish to wake up naturally without caffeine. It is
also great for those on a detox diet.

Ginger & Lemon Blend
Our Ginger & Lemon Blend has been created to help those feeling run down
and offers a feel good ‘pick me up’. Lemon counterbalances the pungent yet
sweet taste of ginger and provides a source of vitamin C and antioxidants.

An invigorating kick of ginger balanced with zesty and refreshing lemons makes a comforting
and healthy infusion. Lovely with a spoonful of honey.

Pregnant Mummy Blend
We have specifically blended these particular herbs and seeds for their high
nutritional benefits for pregnant mummies. Our Pregnant Mummy Blend is a
special formula of fennel, anise, caraway seed and stinging nettle.

A full and rich aroma with a distinctive fennel taste.

Fruit of the Forest
A blend of whole rose hips and hibiscus flowers, pieces of pineapple, carrot,
blackberries, cranberries, strawberries, raspberries and popcorn.

Our Fruit of the Forest blend is bursting with fruit flavour and aroma, a delightful alternative
for those looking for a caffeine free drink. Also suitable for children.

£4.50 per pot regardless of your tea choice

